There are, of course, many anachronisms in tapestries showing historical events, since historical accuracy was not easy to achieve in the fifteenth century. Caesar's Gallic wars are depicted, not in terms of Roman legions but as battles of the mid-fifteenth century. One often sees armor faithfully represented as it was worn in contemporary times, and one also often sees it represented according to the artist's idea of old-fashioned style, usually a false imitation of the armor of classical antiquity. The artist would often intermingle both in the same tapestry, but the student who has a little practical knowledge of armor can readily distinguish the authentic from the imaginative. The authentic representations are invaluable to the student, for tapestries often show details that are rarely seen in existing armor. In fact, because of "fair wear and tear," a suit of armor has rarely come down to us in its original condition.
In the representation of contemporary events accuracy was the rule. Many tapestries were made which record current history and incidentally give a very informative picture of armor in use. Among the most noteworthy are: the Capture of Arzila by Alfonso V of Portugal; the Victory of Charles V at Pavia; the Conquest of Tunis, designed under the personal direction of the emperor Charles V; the Battle of Formigny; the Duke of Alva's victory over Nassau at Jemmingen; the Battles of the Archduke Albert; the Surrender of Breda, which ended the Spanish dominance in Flanders; and the Defeat of the Armada. Tournaments were also often represented in tapestries. One of the most famous of tournament tapestries is the one in the Musee de Valenciennes showing the Saxon tournament held at Antwerp in 1494, when Frederick the Wise, Elector of Saxony, was in Flanders.
Detail from the first Clovis tapestry showing a soldier with a crossbow bolt through his helmet and another firing a cannon. The turret has peeps for archers to shoot through.
Several tapestries in the present loan exhibition are excellent sources of information for the study of arms and armor. At the time when tapestries such as the Apocalypse series were being made the popularity of warlike subjects was evident even in stories taken from the Bible. Tapestry designers were often inspired by early paintings and illuminations, many of which gave opportunities for introducing armor. The Painted Chamber of the Palace of Westminster, executed in the latter half of the thirteenth century, which included figures of the combat of Virtues and Vices, was painted with "all the warlike pictures of the whole Bible." So it is not at all surprising to find arms and armor well represented in the Apocalypse tapestries. In two of them one sees horses with human heads wearing caparisons of mail reaching to the knees, which remind one of the two examples of mailed horses in the Painted Chamber. Representations of this kind of armament are of the greatest rarity. Arming the steed in mail originated towards the close of the twelfth century, but the practice does not seem to have become general until towards the close of the thirteenth.
In the tapestry representing "the dragon making war on those who keep the commandments of God" are shown two lances, a fine Gothic sword, and a fist shield, or buckler. These represent the principal offensive and defensive equipment of the warrior. The sword was at all times the knightly weapon, but the lance was also an indispensable combat weapon, so much so that the fully equipped man-atarms with his followers was classed as a lance fournie. The use of the sword and buckler, admirably shown in this tapestry, was already popular in the thirteenth century. The tapestry also shows an interesting detail, that is, the inside of the shield and the way it was held. When not in use, the buckler was carried at the side, by passing the grip over the sword hilt. In the tapestry of Saint Michael and the Dragon are also shown lances and swords of the type represented in this Museum by actual specimens. The brilliance of the armor in the Clovis tapestries makes up for the lack of color in extant armor. They show in a vivid and convincing way how the armor looked originally, covered with rich textiles-and tapestries, of course, lend themselves to a realistic representation of textiles-so that the effect is both original and striking. One also sees a mounted knight in complete white Gothic armor and a second mounted knight wearing a complete gilded Gothic harness, obviously Clovis. These are representative of the earliest type of plate armor, known as Gothic because its pointed terminals are related to the terminals of the arches and windows of contemporary buildings. Throughout the fifteenth century armor followed the excellent outlines of the costume, which was tight-fitting; plate armor afforded really effective protection only when its elements fitted accurately. At this time the knight with his complete armor and barded horse was in his heyday. Of all the exercises of knighthood, none was so important as horsemanship, and cavalry was still the strongest arm of military power. Knights riding horses and wearing armor had a tremendous advantage over the foot soldier. But one also sees cannon in use, and eventually gunpowder blew chivalry into the discard. The development of artillery caused a shift of power from noble to king.
Only kings or very great nobles had enough money to set up a foundry and produce cannon.
The crossbow, too, was a formidable weapon, and it was necessary to wear heavy armor as a protection against it. In the first tapestry there are no less than seven stirrup crossbows represented, some with steel bows, others with composite bows. The stirrup at the end of the stock was for the foot to steady the crossbow when bending the bow. In winter, when extreme cold makes steel brittle, a bow of horn replaced the metal one. The main constituents of the composite bow were horn, a compressible substance for the belly, wood to give stiffness to the center, and sinew for the back, to give elasticity. Two methods of drawing back the string and bending the bow are shown. By means of a claw fixed to the waist belt the bow could be bent by the straightening of the body. For the strong steel bows, a "windlass" was employed. All positions for the use of the crossbow, winding, placing the bolt on the string, and aiming, are shown in this tapestry. There is also a soldier protecting a crossbowman with a tall triangular shield (taller than the soldier), holding both enarmes. Behind such shields the heavy crossbows were wound up in safety. The Museum has two of them, which until a few decades ago hung in the Town Hall of Erfurt. The artist who designed this tapestry was apparently not too familiar with the use of the crossbow. In the scene where the knight is winding the windlass, the upper face of the bow is towards the knight, which is the reverse of what 
